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A Pyramid Approach to Motion Tracking

T

his paper presents a multiresolution approach to visual motion tracking. In the approach,
the foveation mechanism of the human visual system is used to model the multiresolution
information perception algorithms of a Transputer-based pyramid visual tracking system.
The video images of a moving target are transformed into pyramidal data structures, each of
those images consists of multiple image layers with different resolutions by a Gaussian pyramid
generation algorithm. The tracking of a moving target over an image sequence is accomplished by
performing a foveal search that is based on an iterative intensity pattern correlation along the
multiple resolution levels of the Gaussian pyramids of two successive images. Analyses are given
as to the efficiency and accuracy of our tracking algorithm, showing that the algorithm is over 160
times faster than conventional mono-resolution tracking methods, with the tracking error within
one pixel. To demonstrate the superiority of the multiresolution tracking algorithm in the
connection to parallel computation, a scheme for mapping the tracking algorithm into a
Transputer-based pyramidal parallel computing structure is proposed in the paper. Experimental
results demonstrate good performance of the proposed approach.
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Introduction
In the case of visual motion tracking and analysis, the
vast amount of visual information is a challenge to the
processing capabilities of most computers we use in our
offices or laboratories. However, it is commonly believed
by the vision community that in most cases only a small
fraction of the available visual information is relevant to
the visual activities of a vision system performing
particular vision tasks [1–6]. Neurophysiological studies
into mammalian visual systems reveal that a mammal
perceives its surrounding scene with different visual
sensing resolutions [7–10]. A mammal observes the
details of an object with its fovea, which is the area of
maximum sensor density in the retina. The discriminability of the optic neurons in the retina decreases
exponentially outwards to the peripheral area away
from the fovea area. Nonetheless, the peripheral optic
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neurons are extremely sensitive to the motion cues in the
field of view.
With the multiresolution visual mechanism, the
natural visual system perceives environments in a highly
efficient and active manner. In the visual system, the
peripheral visual neurons remain alert for the appearance of any new event in the field of view of the
observer, while the fovea is focused on a target of
interest with a much higher sensing resolution than that
of the peripheral visual area. Upon the emergence of any
new event in the field of view, the peripheral vision
mechanism signals an alarm to the sense-center in the
brain of the observer. The foveo-peripheral visual
mechanism works in a integrated spatio-temporal
sensing manner [7,11], and the brain guides the
oculomotor action as well as the body motion (if
necessary) accordingly so that the newly emerging event
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in the scene falls into the foveal areas for more careful
observation. This multiresolution visual mechanism
works very well in dynamic environments.
For an artificial visual tracking system with similar
multiresolution vision capability, it is expected to be
able to selectively discard the excessive visual information details, adapt its visual resolving power to different
vision tasks, and intelligently keep the concentration of
the tracking system on the area where a target object
appears in the images. Nevertheless, the integrated
spatio-temporal visual mechanism in the mammalian
vision systems is rarely used in computer vision because
of the difficulties in its implementation; instead we will
use separated spatial and temporal processing methods
to approximate the joint spatio-temporal visual information processing mechanism.
Previous work on multiresolution motion tracking
has been reported. In [2] and [12], multiresolution visual
energy change information represented in Laplacian and
Gaussian image pyramids was used in motion detection
and tracking. Particularly in [2], Burt implemented a
coarse-to-fine multiresolution target search scheme in a
pipeline architecture that is based on specificallypurposed parallel processors, demonstrating an efficient
solution to the parallel multiresolution motion sensing
problem. However, because a relatively complex technique of the integration of Gaussian and Laplacian
image pyramids was used, Burt’s method is not efficient
in image representation. In addition, because of the
specific parallel computing architecture employed,
Burt’s vision system is not easily applied in general
application cases. Moreover, quantitative analysis of the
efficiency improvement brought about by the utilization
of the multiresolution technique was reported neither in
[2] nor in [12]. In contrast, in this paper we propose a
motion tracking method based on a Gaussian pyramid
correlation technique. The method is implemented in a
pyramidal parallel vision system that is a universallypurposed Transputers-based architecture. Detailed
efficiency analyses for our algorithms and parallel
architecture are also given.
More recent work towards the implementation of
multiresolution motion tracking has also been accomplished by researchers. Bandera et al. [4] presented a
physiologically inspired connectionist neuron model to
exploit a foveal retinotopology to reduce the computational complexity of local motion estimation and
attentional connectionist tracking. However, in their
work, neither any experimental results on real image

data nor any theoretical analyses on the computational
complexity reduction were reported. Efforts on the
application of log-polar multiresolution image representation schemes to motion tracking were presented in
Lim et al. [13] and Vincze and Weiman [14]. Lim et al.
[13] put forth foveation schemes for tracking a single
target as well as multiple targets in a simulated indoor
scene sensed by a simulated pan/tilt active camera under
a log-polar image coordinate framework. Vincze and
Weiman [14] investigated the influence of log-polar
multiresolution imagery on tracking performance in the
circumstances of visual servoing and concluded that the
log-polar imagery based tracking technique can demonstrate the best performance as compared to the windowsize tailoring schemes for optimizing the tracking
performance.
Although we have to admit the advantages of the logpolar multiresolution imagery techniques showing in the
above cases of vision application, the techniques in fact
largely rely on the spatially variant sensors [15,16],
whose sensing element distribution pattern is logarithmic rather than Cartesian. Implementing a metric vision
task, e.g., three-dimensional structure recovery from
visual measurements, in the logarithmic polar frame
implies extra effort to transform the Cartesian to its
log-polar counterpart, an open problem in computer
vision.
In this paper, we present a strategy for implementing
a parallel pyramid solution to the multiresolution
motion tracking in a real clustered outdoor scene in a
Cartesian image coordinate framework. We derive
a method for generating discrete Gaussian image
pyramids. We present a coarse-to-fine target search
strategy that is implemented as an open-loop motiontracking algorithm operating within the Gaussian
pyramids of successive image pairs in the video
image flow. Quantitative analyses are given demonstrating the efficiency improvement and the tracking
accuracy of the algorithm. We also propose a scheme
for the parallel implementation of our multiresolution
tracking algorithm in a parallel computing structure
called the Elementary Pyramid consisting of four
parallel Transputer processors. The performance of
the Elementary Pyramid is investigated through an
analysis of its operational efficiency. Theoretical
investigation together with the experimental results
presented in this paper show the superiority of our
multiresolution pyramidal method over conventional
methods.

A PYRAMID APPROACH TO MOTION TRACKING
We discuss the methodology of multiresolution image
representation in the following section. Next, the
strategy of the coarse-to-fine object search for motion
tracking is presented. The Elementary Pyramid structure
for the parallel implementation of the multiresolution
motion tracking algorithm is then given. In the
penultimate section the experimental results are presented to verify different aspects of the work in the
paper. Finally, concluding remarks are made.
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A mapping sequence ðI2 j Þj2zÿ that is a 2D iteration
formulation is defined as below:
I2 j : A2j fd ðm, nÞ
¼

N
N
X
X

wð p, qÞA2 jþ1 fd ð2m þ p, 2n þ qÞ ð2Þ

p¼ÿN q¼ÿN

where A20 = 1, N 2 Z þ , w( p, q) is a weighting window
function that meets the following conditions:
1. Decomposition: w( p, q)=w^ ( p)w^ ( q);

Pyramidal Image Structure
2. Unitary:
Resolution is a basic concept in signal processing
problems and may be given different definitions in
various environments. In this paper, the resolution of a
signal f (x) is defined as the amount of change in the
independent variable x, corresponding to the smallest
discriminatory change in the value of f (x). If the
resolution of an original signal f (x) is regarded as 1,
and the resolution of an approximation of f (x) at the
(ÿj )-th level is denoted by 2 j, where j 2 Z ÿ , 2 j is termed
dyadic resolution of f (x), and Z ÿ is the filed of negative
integers plus zero. Wherever no confusion can be caused
in the paper, we will briefly use resolution to refer to the
dyadic resolution. We define A2 j as a linear operator
such that, for any f ðxÞ 2 L2 ðRÞ, where L2 (R) is the vector
space consisting of all measurable and square integrable
one-dimensional functions, A2 j f ðxÞ is a resultant
approximation of f (x) at resolution 2 j ð j 2 Z ÿ Þ. Similarly l 2 ðZ 2 Þ denotes the vector space consisting of all
square summable 2D sequences.
This section focuses on the construction of a Gaussian
pyramidal structures of digital images for the uses in
multiresolution tracking application that will be described in the next section.
Let fd ðm; nÞ 2 l 2 ðZ 2 ), where 0mo C, 0n oR, C
and R 2 Z þ , be a discrete version of f (x, y) obtained by
sampling with a pulse array
P(x, y)=

1
P

1
P

ðx ÿ mTs ; y ÿ nTs Þ, where

1, x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0
ðx; yÞ ¼
0, elsewhere:

m¼ÿ1 n¼ÿ1

3. Symmetry: w^ ( p)=w^ (ÿp), and
4. Equal-distribution:
w^ ð0Þ þ 2w^ ð2Þ þ    þ 2w^ ðke Þ
¼ 2w^ ð1Þ þ 2w^ ð3Þ þ    2w^ ðko Þ;
where ke and ko are the maximum even and odd integers
smaller than N, respectively. Then ½A2 j fd ðm, nÞj2Z ÿ is
called the Gaussian multiresolution representation of
fd(m, n).
In (2) the sum at the boundary points, ð p; qÞ 2
fðm, nÞjm ¼ 0 or Cjÿ1, or n=0 or Rjÿ1}, where
Cj ¼ 2 j C, R j ¼ 2 j R, j 2 zÿ , can, for the purpose of
simplicity, be performed in a cyclic manner. For
example, for (m, n)=(0,0), (2) is calculated as:
A2j fd ð0, 0Þ ¼

m,n 2z

N X
N
X

w ð p, qÞA2jþ1 fd ð p, qÞ

p¼0 q¼0

þ

ÿ1 X
ÿ1
X

wð p, qÞA2jþ1 fd ðCj þ p, Rj þ qÞ:

p¼ÿN q¼ÿN

The cyclic sums at other boundary points can be
performed in the same way. The illustrative diagram
of a discrete image pyramid generated by this method is
given in Figure 1.
Since the weighted window function w (m, n) in (2) is
separate, the 2D convolution sum can thus be decomposed into two single dimensional convolution sums
performed over the two dimensions of the images, i.e.,
A2j fd ðm, nÞ
¼

fd ðm, nÞ ¼ f ðx, yÞPðx, yÞ ¼
f ðmTs , nTs Þ ðx ÿ mTs ; y ÿ nTs Þ:

w^ ð pÞ ¼ 1;

p¼ÿN

i.e.,

X

N
P

N
X
p¼ÿN

ð1Þ

¼

N
X
p¼ÿN

wð pÞ

N
X

w^ ðqÞA2 jþ1 fd ð2m þ p, 2n þ qÞ

q¼ÿN

w^ ð pÞ g ð2m þ p; 2nÞ,

ð3Þ
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point of view of facilitating the multiresolution image
representations, we utilize the Gaussian pyramid in our
tracking algorithm.
2. Coarse-to-fine search strategy. The strategy refers to
an operational scheme for the search of a visual target
performed within the image pyramids. In summary, the
strategy possesses three advantages over the monoresolution target-search methods:
K

Figure 1. The illustration for the Gaussian discrete image
pyramid.

where

g (2mþp, 2n)=

N
P

K

w^ ðqÞA2 jþ1 fd ð2m þ p, 2n þ qÞ.

q¼ÿN

The number of multiplication operations required to
generate the blurred image layer at resolution
2 j ; ð j 2 Z ÿ Þ is (2N þ 1) (Cj þ Rj) instead of (2Nþ1) Cj
Rj. When C1j þ R1j  1 holds, a computational efficiency
CjRj
 1Þ can be gained.
of ðC j þR
j
We have described the method for generating discrete
Gaussian image pyramids. Based on the results, we will
present a multiresolution motion-tracking algorithm in
the following section.

Multiresolution Tracking
In this section, we present an approach to motion
tracking based on the correlation matching of image
patches under a multiresolution framework. We utilize
the image patches (or called intensity patterns hereafter
when no confusion is raised) instead of other image
patterns because we gain a higher tracking efficiency
using simpler methods. The correlation matching
method is simple but highly efficient. Moreover, due to
its simple nature, it facilitates an analysis of the
properties of multiresolution tracking algorithms.
Issues in multiresolution motion tracking
Following are the essential issues we need to deal with
while designing the motion-tracking algorithm.
1. Pyramid representation of images. As we pointed out
previously, the image pyramids form the basis of the
multiresolution motion-tracking algorithm. From the

K

An iterative search process is performed in the
multiresolution domain to increase the accuracy of
the location of the target.
A trial verification of the hypotheses about a visual
phenomenon made at some resolution level is
allowed at a higher resolution level during the
multiresolution search process. With this feature, it
is possible to increase the overall reliability of a visual
analysis made by a motion-tracking algorithm.
Moreover, new information useful to the current
task may be found during the multiresolution search.
The search at each resolution level (with the possible
exception of the coarsest one) can be restricted within
one or more particular area(s) to reduce the total
computational cost of the search process. It is worth
noting that the result of the coarse-to-fine search
process partially depends on the initial resolution.
Because a useful image feature appearing at a higher
resolution level may disappear at a lower resolution
level due to the blurring effect of the low-pass filter,
the number of the resolution levels should be
carefully selected so that essential image features
can be kept at all resolution levels.

3. Correlation matching algorithm. Let Itkÿ1 ði, jÞ and
Itk ði; jÞ, ði; j, 2 Z þ ) denote two successive digital images
taken at the instants tkÿ1 and tk , respectively. q1 denotes
the intensity pattern of a motion target appearing in
Itkÿ1 ði, jÞ; and let q2 be the area covered by q1 after a
displacement (Di, Dj) in Itk ði, jÞ. The q1 in the first image
is selected manually, serving as the template for
matching. Let E(x), ðxÞ, and cov(x, y) be the
expectation, standard deviation, and covariance of x
and y, respectively, then the normalized correlation
coefficient of q1 and q2 is calculated as:
Rð i ,

jÞ

¼

cov ðq1 , q2 Þ
ðq1 Þðq2 Þ

¼

Eðq1 q2 Þ ÿ Eðq1 ÞEðq2 Þ
;
ðq1 Þðq2 Þ

ð4Þ

A PYRAMID APPROACH TO MOTION TRACKING
where Eðq1 q2 Þ is the expectation of the pixel products of
q1 and q2 .
If i 2 ½ÿI; I and j 2 ½ÿJ; J, where I; J 2 Z þ , then
the final displacement ð 0i ; 0j Þ of the target pattern over
the two successive instants is determined by the
following equation:
Rð

0
i;

0
jÞ

¼ max Rð
ÿI i I
ÿJ j J

0
i;

0
j Þ:

ð5Þ

Theoretically, the above correlation algorithm works
under a pure translation model. The algorithm in fact
also works as well with a more general motion model
where both the translation and rotation of a target
object with respect to the cameras are present, given that
the image capturing rate is fast enough as compared to
the target motion speed. Under this condition, the visual
motion between two successive images is nearly pure
translation and the algorithm is therefore applicable
despite the rotation component in the motion. This
feature has been demonstrated in our experiments.
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square image area consisting of 2kÿm  2kÿm pixels. The
coordinates of the upper-left pixel of the projected image
area (u, v) is related to (i, j) with the following equation:

u ¼ 2kÿm i;
ð6Þ
v ¼ 2kÿm j:
Thus, the information propagation among different
image layers for pixel correspondence, search path
selection, and result exchanges should obey the
relationship defined in (6).
5. Search window.
For high efficiency, the search process at every resolution level (except for the top one) should be restricted to
a limited area, i.e. a search window, as shown in Figure
3. Let a0 and b0 be the superior limits of the two visual
displacement components of the target to be tracked in
initial image, i.e.,
9
a0 ¼ sup j i j; =
x
ð7Þ
b0 ¼ sup j ; ;
y

4. Information propagation among resolution levels.
Because the image pyramids we use are generated in
accordance with the rule of dyadic resolution reduction,
one pixel in an image layer with a lower resolution in the
image pyramid corresponds to 2  2 pixels in its beneath
image layer with a higher resolution, as shown in
Figure 2. Sequentially, the projection of a pixel ( i, j) in
the k-th resolution level onto the m-th level (m o k) is a

Figure 2. The relationship between the pixels in different
resolution levels.

where Di and Dj can be determined empirically. The size
of the corresponding search window at the k-th
resolution level can be derived according to (6) as:

ak ¼ 2ÿk a0 ;
ð8Þ
bk ¼ 2ÿk b0 ;

Figure 3. The schematic diagram for the determination of the
search window.
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Using the inter-level projection relations of pixel and
image length in (6) and (8), the position and the size of a
search window at a given resolution level in an image
pyramid can be determined.
Based on the solutions of the above background
mathematics, we can design a multiresolution motiontracking algorithm. Given an image sequence
fItk jtk ¼ 0; ; 2 ; . . . ; k , . . .g, where D is the imagecapture interval, and assume the location of the target in
I0 is manually determined by the system operator. The
target is regarded as being tracked if its positions in the
sequential images fItk jtk ¼ ; 2 ; . . . ; k , . . .g are successfully determined.
To accomplish the tracking algorithm, we must first
design an algorithm for accomplishing the multiresolution correlation matching of the intensity-level image
patterns. In the following subsections, the design of the
correlation-matching algorithm and the issues related to
algorithm performance analysis are presented.

3. Map the displacement obtained in the last step onto
the next resolution level using (6). Then compute the
displacement at the current resolution level using
(4)–(5).
4. Check up if the matching process has reached at the
finest resolution level. If so, then stop the matching
process and output the matching results; otherwise,
go back to Step 3.
Performance analyses of the matching algorithm
1. Efficiency Estimation. In order to quantitatively
estimate the computational efficiency of the Algorithm
1, we define a computational cost index of the algorithm
in terms of the number of the multiplication operations
necessary for completing a cycle of the multiresolution
matching of the target. The computational cost index Sp
is calculated using following equation:
Sp ¼ Spð1Þ þ Spð2Þ þ Spð3Þ ;

ð9Þ

The matching algorithm is outlined as below:
Algorithm 1 (Correlation Matching)

where Spð1Þ is the cost index for computing the Gaussian
pyramid of the reference target pattern in Step 1 of
the matching algorithm, Spð2Þ the index for computing
the pyramid of the image to be matched in Step 2 of the
algorithm, and Spð3Þ the computational index of the
correlation matching operations.

1. Construct the Gaussian pyramids of two successive
images.
2. Compute the displacement of a moving target at the
coarsest resolution level using (4)–(5).

As shown in Figure 4, assume the image pyramids
have n layers, the size of the top layer is p  p, the size of
the search windows at all layers except for the top one is
a  a, the size of the target pattern at the top layer is

The correlation matching algorithm

Figure 4.

The schematic diagram of the coarse-to-fine correlation matching of the image patterns.
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w  w, and the number of the non-zero components of
the Gaussian weight function w^ (n) in (3) is w1. Thus, we
have
Spð1Þ ¼ w2 w21 ð1 þ 4 þ    þ 22ðnÿ2Þ Þ
4nÿ1 ÿ 1
:
3

¼ w2 w21

ð10Þ

Similarly, the index Spð2Þ is calculated using the following
equation:
Spð2Þ

¼p

2

w21 ð1

¼ p2 w21

4

2ðnÿ2Þ

þ 4 þ  þ 2
nÿ1

ÿ1

3

Þ

:

nÿ1
X

ð11Þ

a2 ð34lw2 þ52Þ

l¼1

¼ ð p ÿ wÞ2 ð3w2 þ 52Þ þ 26nðn ÿ 1Þa2 þ a2 w2 ð4n ÿ 4Þ:
ð12Þ
Therefore we can get the total computational cost index
of our multiresolution matching algorithm as below:
Sp ¼ Spð1Þ þ Spð2Þ þ Spð3Þ
nÿ1

ÿ1
þ ðp ¼ wÞ2 ð3w2 þ 52Þ
3
þ 26nðn ÿ 1Þa2 þ a2 w2 ð4n ÿ 4Þ:

¼ ðw2 þ p2 Þw21

4

ð13Þ

To estimate the efficiency of the multiresolution-matching algorithm, we compute the computational cost index
of a mono-resolution correlation-matching algorithm
that is supposed to apply to the same images as below:
Sd ¼ ð2nÿ1 p ÿ 2nÿ1 wÞ2 ð322ðnÿ1Þ w2 þ 52Þ
¼ 4nÿ1 ð p ÿ wÞ2 ð34nÿ1 w2 þ 52Þ:

ð14Þ

From (13) and (14), we can estimate the efficiency of the
multiresolution matching algorithm using a ratio
computed with following equation:
¼

Sd
:
Sp

If let n = 4, p=16, w1 = 3, w = 4, and a=5, then the g
in (15) is roughly equal to 170.
If n is big enough, (13) can be calculated with the
following approximation:
 2

ðw þ p2 Þw21
þ 4a2 w2 :
ð16Þ
Sp  4nÿ1
3
By substituting (15) with (14) and (16) we have,
 k4n þ q;

ð17Þ

where

From (4) we can see that the number of the multiplication operations needed for accomplishing the
correlation matching for a image pattern consisting of
c  d pixels is roughly equal to 3cd þ 52. Thus, the cost
index of the image matching operations at the top layer
is ( pÿw)2(3w2þ52), and the index for the similar
operations at each lower layer will be a2 (3  22(nÿ1ÿl)
w2þ52), where l=0,1, . . ., nÿ2. Therefore the total
computational cost index of the multiresolution matching operations at these layers is
2
2
Sð3Þ
p ¼ ð p ÿ wÞ ð3w þ 52Þ þ
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ð15Þ

12w2 ð p ÿ wÞ2
;
k ¼ ðw2 þp2 Þw2
1
2 w2
þ
4a
3
52ðp ÿ wÞ2
:
q ¼ ðw2 þp2 Þw2
1
þ 4a2 w2
3
From (17) we can see that the efficiency of the
multiresolution correlation matching algorithm increases exponentially as the number of the resolution
levels increase. Nonetheless, the number of the resolution levels can not be too large. Otherwise, the
information of the image patterns could completely
disappear at the top layer of the pyramids, resulting in a
sharp decline of the matching accuracy of the algorithm.
Therefore a trade-off should be taken between the
efficiency and accuracy when determining the layer
number of the pyramid. Experimental results indicate
that, for images with the dimensions of 128  128 pixels,
n=3 or 4 are ideal choices, and for the images with the
dimensions of 256  256 pixels, n=4 is a good choice.
2. Remarks on the reduction of matching error. The
matching error refers to the differences between the
displacement ð 0i , 0j Þ calculated by the algorithm and
the real displacement (Dx, Dy) of the moving target, i.e.,
)
ex ¼ 0i ÿ x ,
ð18Þ
ey ¼ 0j ÿ y :
Although a correlation-based image matching algorithm
is generally sensitive to noise, Algorithm 1 is robust to
noise because of its multiple image level information
processing mechanism. Algorithm 1 reduces noise
sensitivity in two ways. First, the repetitive low-pass
filtering process in the algorithm can eliminate most
random noises in the images. As the follow-up multilevel
matching process starts from the top image layer, the
influence of the noises on the match accuracy can be
reduced to a very low level. Second, the matching errors
on different image layers are isolated from each other.
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That is, since the matching process at a certain
resolution level is performed within a big enough search
window rather than at a single point, errors in
positioning the target on the immediately above level
is suppressed or eliminated at a current level. Therefore,
the possibility of the matching error accumulation over
the image layers is removed. The overall mismatching
possibility is thus reduced significantly as compared to
mono-resolution algorithms.
Later, in the ‘‘Experiments’’ section, we will present
our experimental results on the matching errors of our
algorithm applied to synthetic image data. The results
show the low matching error of our algorithm.
The motion tracking algorithm
With the image-matching algorithm presented previously, our goal of accomplishing a multiresolution
motion-tracking algorithm can easily be achieved. First,
find the position of the image area in image It1 that
matches with the original image pattern of the target
using the multiresolution matching algorithm proposed.
Then, using this information, find the position of the
image area in image It2 that matches with the new image
template using the same image matching method as used
for It1 . Continue the matching process with It3 , It4 ; . . . ,
performing the motion tracking over time.

computing architecture that is based on the Transputer
processors to demonstrate the benefits of mapping our
multiresolution-tracking algorithm into a parallel computing architecture.
Pyramidal computing architectures
We implement a pyramid computing structure using
IMS T800 Transputer as the processing element.
Because an IMS T800 Transputer has four bi-directional
10 Mbits/s communication links, we use four T800’s to
construct a primary structure that is called an Elementary Pyramid. Figure 5(a) depicts the topology of the
Elementary Pyramid. In the structure, there is a bidirectional communication link between each pair of
PEs. The PC is a host that interfaces the system operator
to the pyramid. The host is connected to a root node and
other nodes called leaf nodes are connected as shown in
Figure 5(a). The command and data flows from the host
reach every PE in the parallel structure via the root
node, and conversely, the processing results and status
reports from each PE enter the host via the root node.

Pyramid Parallel Computing
Despite the enormous efforts by vision researchers to
improve the efficiencies of vision algorithms, parallel
computation is commonly regarded as a key means for
machine vision systems to match human visual processing. Pyramid computing techniques that derive from
the concept of multiresolution image processing seem to
be one of promising parallel vision computing techniques [17,18].
The concept of pyramid parallel computing for image
processing and analysis was first proposed by Uhr [19]
while he was investigating the application of a parallel
architecture called ‘‘recognition cone’’ to the problem of
multiresolution image recognition. In the ‘‘recognition
cone’’ architecture, multiple processing elements (PEs)
are connected in the way the pixels connect to each other
in an image pyramid. Efforts towards to the implementations of different parallel computing hardware architectures have been taken by other researchers [20–22]
thereafter. In this section we present a pyramid parallel

Figure 5. The topology of the pyramid parallel computing
structures. (a) The Elementary Pyramid; (b) the Diamond
Pyramid. & Host; processor node; - comm. link.

A PYRAMID APPROACH TO MOTION TRACKING
Because every leaf PE node has one open link, more
Elementary Pyramids can be connected as shown in
Figure 5(b) to form a larger pyramid with multiple
layers of Elementary Pyramids. The resultant structure
is a hierarchy consisting of many individual processor
tetrahedrons (Elementary Pyramids). The connection
topology of the processor elements in Figure 5(b)
resembles the carbon atoms in a diamond. Therefore
we call the pyramid a Diamond Pyramid.
The Diamond Pyramid can be regarded as a pipeline
structure whose processing units are processor arrays.
Each of the arrays consists of 3n ðn 2 Z þ Þ Elementary
Pyramids that are not connected to each other directly
but through the PEs of the upper array. The PEs in each
array can be programmed in single-instruction-andmultiple-data (SIMD) manner. The Diamond Pyramid
works in a top–down manner for data assignment and
query, and in a bottom–up manner for feedback.
We will not discuss the Diamond Pyramid further in
the paper. Instead, for the sake of simplicity, our
discussion will focus on the Elementary Pyramid.
Programming the Elementary Pyramid
The Elementary Pyramid works in the Host-Node
fashion and is programmed in a hybrid language
environment. The host PC runs in DOS/Windows and
is programmed in Microsoft C. The Transputer processors, on the other hand, work in ParaSoft Express and
are programmed in Express C. The two object codes are
produced separately and linked by a Microsoft linker to
form the integrated executables running the whole
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Elementary Pyramid. The Transputer nodes are treated
as subroutines of the main program running in the host.
The Transputer codes and the data segments are loaded
into the individual nodes by the host. The processor
nodes are started by the host to execute concurrently
and feed the results back sequentially.
To make the pyramid computer work most efficiently,
it is needed to segment an image-processing task into an
‘‘once-done’’ part and ‘‘repetitively-done’’ parts and
assign the first to the host and the second to the parallelprocessing unit, as illustrated in Figure 6. Following are
some instances illustrating the task segmentation in the
implementation of the multiresolution motion-tracking
program in the Elementary Pyramid.
1. Task segmentation. In the tracking program, the
‘‘once-done’’ operations, such as system initialization,
data I/O, information displaying, etc., are assigned to
the host computer; the ‘‘repetitively-done’’ tasks, such as
image pyramid construction and multiresolution image
matching, are left for the Transputer processors. The
system’s bottle-neck lies in the data swap between
the host and the Transputer processors. To reduce the
bottle-neck, the root processor takes a more complex
tasks than the leaf processors. In addition to performing
the Host-node communication tasks, operation
decision-making and similar data processing tasks as
for the leaf nodes, the root node is responsible for
analyzing and synthesizing the output of the leaf nodes.
2. Image data assignment. The Elementary Pyramid
reaches its maximum processing efficiency when all the
processors start and terminate simultaneously without

Figure 6. The task segmentation scheme for the Elementary Pyramid. (a) A vision task consisting of the ‘‘once-done’’ and the
‘‘repetitively-done’’ parts; (b) the task segmentation scheme for the Host-Node parallel processing structure.
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any waiting time. An even data segment should be
assign to each of the processors when they need to
complete an image processing task. Figure 7 depicts one
approach to the assignment of image data to the
Elementary Pyramid. The rims added to each data
segment are used for compensating the vestiges due to
the data segmentation in the convolution operations at
the image borders.
3. Search window decomposition. To accomplish the
multiresolution pattern matching task in the processor
array, the search window must be evenly segmented over
the four processors. Furthermore, in order to reduce
programming complexity, the window segments should
be made with the same dimensions so that the program
for each node (at least the three leaf nodes) is the same.
Figure 8 shows an example of such a segmentation of
the search window. The pixels around the central pixel
within the search window are segmented into four parts,
and each is assigned to one processor node of the
Elementary Pyramid. Each node performs the search
task within its own search region and reports the search
result to the root node upon the termination of the
program. The root node in turn, determines the final
search result according to the results coming from the
individual nodes.

Figure 8. The decomposition of the search window.  central
search area.
pixel; * neighbor pixel;

Implementing the parallel motion tracking algorithm
The motion tracking algorithm can be implemented in
the Elementary Pyramid, as schematically illustrated in
Figure 9. The algorithm is decomposed into two parts
according to functionality. The first part, which consists
of the system management and decision-making modules is performed in the host. The second part, which
contains the major data-intensive processing tasks is
assigned to the Transputer array. The two parts
dynamically interact one another during a tracking
session via two kinds of links: the command flow and
the data flow. To reduce the bottle neck of the system,
local memories of the Transputers are used to buffer the
immediate data produced by the parallel nodes.
Performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid
The performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid
refers to the quantity of the improvement in system
operation speed in comparison with a serial reference
computer. In order to estimate the performance
efficiency of the parallel machine, we define the
following variables:

Figure 7. The image assignment over the processor array of
the Elementary Pyramid.

T: total time needed for the Elementary Pyramid to
accomplish a given task;
Th: time consumed by the host;
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The block diagram of the parallel motion tracking algorithm implemented in the Elementary Pyramid.

Ta: time consumed by the processor array;
Tn: time consumed by one PE;
Tovl: the overlapping portion of Th and Ta;
tn: time needed for the data swap among PEs (suppose
between the root node and a leaf node).
From the operational mechanism of the Elementary
Pyramid we can see
T ¼ Th þ Ta ÿ 2Tovt :

a ¼

a ¼
T a ¼ T n þ n :

ð20Þ

The performance efficiency of the processor array a is
calculated using following equation:

ð21Þ

where the denominator stands for the time needed for
the processor array to accomplish a given task, and the
numerator refers to the equivalent time needed for one
node to accomplish the same task performed by the
processor array. By substituting (21) with (20) we have

ð19Þ

and

4Tn
;
Ta

4
1 þ ðn =Tn Þ

ð22Þ

When n  Tn ; a  4: In this case, the processor array
runs with its maximum performance efficiency. Therefore, the parallel algorithms for the processor array
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should be designed to handle least data swaps among
the processors so that the maximum performance
efficiency can be achieved.
Let Ts denote the time needed for the host computer
itself to complete the given task. Suppose the processing
time consumed by the host th is proportional to the time
needed by one node in the processor array with respect
to the task performed by the node, i.e.,
th ¼ sTn ;

ð23Þ

where s is a constant that depends on the operational
speeds of the two computers. Again given n  Tn , the
equivalent time Th0 of the time needed for the processor
to accomplish the whole task performed by the array
can be computed by the following equation:
Th0 ¼ 4sTn :

ð24Þ

Ts ¼ Th þ Th0 ¼ Th þ 4sTn :

ð25Þ

Thus we have

If the performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid
p is evaluated against the host computer, then we have
p ¼

Ts
Th þ 4sTn
¼
:
T
Th þ Ta ÿ 2Tovl

ð26Þ

If Tovl  minfTh, Tag, then (26) reduces to
Th þ 4sTn
:
p ¼
Th þ Tn

ð27Þ

Eqn. (27) is a theoretical formula for computing the
performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid.
From the equation we can see that p depends on the
properties of the two computers in comparison, the
nature of the vision task to be performed, and the design
style of the parallel program. In practice, Th and Tn are
easily estimated but, unfortunately, s is not. Sometimes,
people may be more interested in s rather than p when
they try to compare the apparent performances of two
processors. In this case, p is instead estimated first by
comparing the times needed by the two computers to
accomplish a specific task, so that the estimate of s can
be obtained through (27) from the measurements of p ,
Th , and Tn. In the later subsection ‘‘Parallel computing’’,
we will give our experimental results on p estimated
from the measurements of Ts and T.

Motion tracking results
We applied our multiresolution motion tracking algorithm for the Elementary Pyramid to different image
sequences that were produced with a Pericular 2000
Image Processing System from the video tapes of
different motion scenarios. The size of the image frames
of the image sequences is 128  128  8 bits. The number
of the resolution levels in the tracking algorithm is 4.
For the target patterns shown in Figure 10 and
Figure 11, our algorithm can reach a tracking speed
up to 3B4 frames per second.
Figure 10 illustrates the tracking result for an image
sequence of a car coming towards the camera. The
images in Figure 10 correspond to every 10th frame of
the video sequence. The tracking marks with a same size
remain on the moving target in spite of the changes in
the target size and the position. The background
remains nearly unchanged as the camera was fixed
throughout the recording process. Notably, Figure 10
demonstrates the good performance of the algorithm in
the presence of the obvious relative rotation between the
car and the camera, as we addressed in a previous
section.
Figure 11 shows the tracking result for the scenario of
a bridge in the view of a ‘‘flying bird’’. The image
sequence was taken from a clip of a 3D animation video
generated by graphic software. In this case the whole
picture keeps changing during the tracking process.
However, the algorithm is still able to gaze at the correct
target (the second pier from left selected manually
before the program starts) throughout the tracking
process.
The matching efficiency of Algorithm 1
We estimate the matching efficiency of Algorithm 1 by
comparing the CUP time needed by our multiresolution
correlation matching algorithm and a conventional
mono-resolution correlation matching algorithm in a
same computer. Since for each algorithm the CPU time
is roughly proportional to the numbers of the multiplication operations in the algorithm, the estimates of
the efficiency we get here should be near to that we
obtained with (15).

Experiments
In this section, we present the results of a group of the
experiments we carried out to verify the different aspects
of our work in this paper.

The dimensions of the original images we used are
128  128  8 bits, and the number of resolution levels
of the image pyramids is 4. The parameter values of the
algorithms used in the experiment are selected as the
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Figure 10. The tracking result of the parallel multiresolution tracking algorithm with a real image sequence of a moving car. (a)–
(g) are the pictures numbered 10, 20, . . . 80 in the image sequence.

same as those given previously. Table 1 lists the efficiency
estimates for the target patterns with different sizes. From
the table we can see that the estimates of the efficiency are
around 160, which is quite close to that we obtained with
(15). The CPU time estimates were achieved with an AST
Premium 386/25 personal computer.
The matching error estimates of Algorithm 1
The purpose of the experiment is to quantitatively verify
the matching accuracy of Algorithm 1. To generate

known target positions for comparison, we synthesize an
image sequence of a light rectangular spot moving along
an elliptical orbit in a black background. We calculate
the positions of the spot at 10 points on the ellipse; each
is represented with one image. Each of the images has a
size of 128  128  8 bits. The ellipse locates at the
center of the images and its major and minor axes are
43 pixels versus 32 pixels. The number of resolution
levels used in the matching algorithm is 3. Table 2 lists
the actual coordinates (x, y), estimated coordinates by
the algorithm (x^ , y^), and the absolute errors between the
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Figure 11. The tracking result of the parallel multiresolution tracking algorithm with a synthesized image sequence of bridge in
the view of a ‘‘flying bird’’. (a)–(g) are the pictures numbered 10, 20, . . . , 80 in the image sequence.

two set of coordinates (ex, ey). From the figures in the
table we can see that the algorithm achieves an almost
100% correct matching rate under circumstances of ideal
images. The maximum absolute matching error is 1 pixel.

Parallel computing
The experiment is to verify the performance efficiency of
the Elementary Pyramid with respect to the following

serial computers:
1. AST Premium 386/25 plus 387;
2. AST PII 386/33 plus 387;
3. SGI 4D/25 GT.
The AST Premium 386/25 was compared with the
Elementary Pyramid with respect to the multiresolution
matching algorithm (Algorithm 1). Table 3 shows the
measurements of the CPU time for the two computers
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Estimates of the matching efficiency of Algorithm 1. (Unit: matching time: sec; efficiency: times)

Size

40  40

35  35

30  30

25  25

20  20

15  15

Mono-resolution Algr.
Multiresolution Algr.
Efficiency

1189.52
7.47
159.24

1055.98
6.70
159.25

930.50
5.87
158.52

770.00
4.89
157.46

612.75
4.01
152.81

439.84
2.93
150.12

Table 2.

The Matching errors of Algorithm 1. (Unit: pixels)
(x^ ,y^)

(x, y)

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(105,
(97,
(76,
(50,
(29,
(21,
(29,
(50,
(76,
(97,

63)
45)
33)
33)
45)
63)
81)
93)
93)
81)

(105,
(97,
(76,
(50,
(29,
(21,
(29,
(50,
(76,
(97,

(ex, ey)

64)
45)
33)
33)
45)
63)
81)
93)
93)
81)

(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,

1)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

given the target patterns with different sizes. The p
values derived from these time measurements are also
listed in the table. From the results in the table we notice
that the p values increase as the size of the target
patterns increase.
The performance efficiency of the Elementary Py
ramid was then verified with respect to the AST PII and
the SGI 4D/25 GT respectively. The test algorithm
utilized in the experiment is a Laplacian-of-Gaussian
(LOG) filter for image edge detection. Table 4 and
Table 5 list the two sets of results with respect to the two
serial computers. In the tables, w refers to the 1D size of
the convolution window of the LOG filter. In comparison with Table 3 we can see that the estimates of p in
Table 4 and Table 5 are more stable. These experimental
Table 3.

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented our work on a pyramid
approach to motion tracking over an extensive topic
region that covers the theory of multiresolution image
representation, multiresolution motion tracking algorithm development, and the parallel computing solution
to the motion-tracking algorithm.
More specifically, we regard the multiresolution
image presentation as the problem of function approximation in the sense of functional analysis. According to
this point of view, we define the multiresolution
representation of an image as an approximation of a
2D function at multiple resolutions, and sequentially
derive an algorithm for generating a discrete Gaussian
pyramid of digital images. We develop an imagematching algorithm based on the correlation of image
intensity patterns under the multiresolution image
representation framework. This image matching algorithm, designed for the use of the motion tracking,
proves theoretically and experimentally to increase the
algorithm efficiency by a factor of about 160 as
compared to the mono-resolution methods. A multiresolution motion-tracking algorithm is developed

Performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid w.r.t. AST 386/25. (Unit: CPU time: sec; efficiency: times)

Size
AST 386/25
Pyramid
Efficiency

Table 4.

results substantiate the remarks we made on the
performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid.

40  40

35  35

30  30

25  25

20  20

15  15

11.93
0.73
16.34

10.06
0.65
15.48

8.15
0.57
14.55

6.61
0.50
13.49

4.98
0.44
11.32

3.67
0.39
9.41

Performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid w.r.t. AST 386/33. (Unit: CPU time: sec; efficiency: times)

ww
AST PII/33
Pyramid
Efficiency

15  15

19  19

21  21

23  23

27  27

31  31

61.6
19.4
3.2

75.1
22.5
3.3

82.1
24.1
3.4

89.0
25.6
3.5

102.7
28.8
3.6

116.7
32.1
3.6
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Performance efficiency of the Elementary Pyramid w.r.t. SGI 4D/25 GT. (Unit: CPU time: sec; efficiency: times)

ww
SGI 4D/25 GT
Pyramid
Efficiency

15  15

19  19

21  21

23  23

27  27

31  31

17.5
19.4
0.90

22.5
22.5
1.00

24.5
24.1
1.01

26.0
25.6
1.02

30.0
28.8
1.04

35.0
32.1
1.10

based on the image-matching algorithm. A parallel
computing solution to the multiresolution motiontracking problem is also proposed. A pyramid parallel
computing structure based on Transputers is investigated with respect to its architecture, algorithm design,
and performance efficiency. Experimental results with
real image data show good tacking performances of the
parallel computing structure.
It is proven by the work presented in this paper that
the multiresolution image processing technique is
remarkably effective for the problem of visual motion
information processing. This is because the technique
can better deal with some key problems in vision such as
the compromise between local and global information in
images, top–down and bottom–up information processing modeling, and parallel visual information compu
ting. Its merits make the multiresolution image processing technique a promising approach to efficient
computer vision.
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